
before we begin…!



WE ARE NOT COMFORTABLE with the architecture of fear in South Africa, which 
perpetuates the building of enclaves with a strong and often bizarre emphasis on 

the self, resulting, once again, in the condition of being apart. We miss urban life 
in most areas. We rather support the concept of rooms: Backyard rooms, added 

rooms, single rooms, prefab rooms, tailor-made rooms, morphing rooms – for the 
masses to be able to extend, change, adapt and update the existing context.!

personal!
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Phone interview with Raoul Bunschoten, Chora, London!
08.05.2003!

!

How can we alter the current status quo of the South African landscape?!

!

I think one of the main things is going to fight the irreversibility of the 

apartheid town planning. It cannot be true that it is irreversible, yet, if it is 

true, you have to somehow jump, to simply jump over these differences, 
develop new prototypes and I think you have to fight that like hell.  !

!

!

!

conversation with  raoul b. 
10 years ago!



What part of Johannesburg did you enjoy most?!
"!

I liked the Central Business District.  I had never seen anything like it. It 
looks like a mid-western, American city, and yet, if you walk around, there 

is a village life going on.  There is chicken on the street. It's fantastic. 
… there is an inner African migration of the West Coast, the East coast, 

going down, to South Africa, it is considered a rich state, and these migrant 

communities live there.!

conversation with  raoul b.!



It is terrible, it is new and it is incredible. !
!

We have to find out: How do these spaces work?  How do they operate?  
How do the clans work?  What are the rituals?  How do the rituals work?  

How that space is divided? Do spaces negotiate?   There is some work 
that will be done on just those spaces. !

!

That condition is something we have not seen anywhere else, it is 
bringing somehow cracks in a kind of urbanism, cracks that we 

thought we knew, that reveal something we don't know …but it's 

there. And it seems to work, in all its roughness.!
!

!

conversation with  raoul b.!



 !
I would say:!

Go on! !
Do more of it!  !

Be better in it! !
Use it everywhere!!

!

conversation with  raoul b.!



urban compounding!

today!

a sustainable + resilient urban form?!
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men#s hostel compound, alexandra!



Urban compounding is a phenomena we detected while we were working 
on a number of different projects, the two main ones being Hostels & 

Compounds, a documentary of all government hostel in Gauteng driven 
by Khanya College and the Market Photo Workshop and the Yeoville 

Studio, a two year initiative of the School of Architecture & Planning under 
the auspices of CUBES (Centre for Urbanism and Built Environment 

Studies). $

$

We are currently working on a book chapter and will use parts of the work 

to outline the main train of thought. The chapter will be mainly based on 

empirical data from the inner city suburb of Yeoville. $
$

!

credits_reference!



Introduction- idea ! ! ! ! ! ! !1min!
!

Urban compounding-concept! ! ! ! !2min!
!

Yeoville-site! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !2min!
!

Compound interest-finances ! ! ! ! !1min!

!

African compound-role model ! ! ! !2min!

!

Public edge-place to start ! ! ! ! !2min!
!

Urban infill- the housing challenge ! ! !4min!
!

Urban interests-compounding principles ! !1min!

15 min structure!



We would like to introduce the term of urban compounding within the context 
of Johannesburg#s development as a metropolitan African city with distinct 

rural manners and describe the initial process of compounding as a self-
generative urban model that is in need to be documented and examined to 

then (possibly) be re-defined as a projective prototype and spatial strategy.!

introduction!



introduction!

Ultimately, the quest that steers the debate is not if urban compounding can 
become a new African model - flexible, mobile, adaptive, active: resilient  – !



Ultimately, the quest that steers the debate is not if urban compounding can 
become a new African model - flexible, mobile, adaptive, active: resilient  – $

$

because it already is, but rather how to enhance it, improve its operations, 

make more of it: more sustainable, respectful, fair and so offering better places 
to live? !

introduction!



Ultimately, the quest that steers the debate is not if urban compounding can 
become a new African model - flexible, mobile, adaptive, active: resilient  – $

$

because it already is, but rather how to enhance it, improve its operations, 

make more of it: more sustainable, respectful, fair and so offering better places 
to live? $

$

Is urban compounding a possible form for successful living in the African 
metropolis? !

introduction!
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urban compounding!
!

!

!

 !

concept!



concept!

urban compounding is an exploration into models of habitable urban 
space that deliberately refers to both!



concept!

*Compound: from latin componere (putting together, assembling) cluster of buildings in an 
enclosure, with a shared purpose!

urban compounding is an exploration into models of habitable urban 
space that deliberately refers to both!

!

a rural African family compound* with its social and physical structures 

and!



concept!

www.atb.com!

urban compounding is an exploration into models of habitable urban 
space that deliberately refers to both!

!

a rural African family compound* with its social and physical structures 

and!
!

the financial term of compound interest !

(the sum of both the accrued interest and the original principal amount 
gathering interest)!



concept!

urban compounding is an exploration into models of habitable urban 
space that deliberately refers to both!

!

a rural African family compound* with its social and physical structures 

and!
!

the financial term of compound interest !

(the sum of both the accrued interest and the original principal amount 
gathering interest)!

 !

one currency of urban compounding are rentable rooms (in houses, 
apartments, backyards and hostels), often subdivided or shared in existing 

or adapted structures. !
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 !

yeoville!
!

!

!

 !

site!
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yeovile, view from st john#s view!





The initial site of investigation is Yeoville, a previously middle income 
neighborhood at the eastern border of Johannesburg#s inner city that has 

undergone radical demographic and economic change in the last decades. 
Currently home to an estimated 40 000 people, many of them migrants from the 

African continent, its population is struggling to adapt and maintain the existing 
urban fabric to today#s and future living conditions. !

site!
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urban fabric!

single story houses, free, semi, row, mostly altered!



hillcrest mansions, yeoville!

©Lerato Maduna!

blocks of flats, renovated, hijacked or empty!



Hillcrest Mansions, Yeoville!
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roof accommodation, previously servants quarters!



In a decade from 1989 to 1998 the black population increased from 3.4% to the 
population of 84.1% !

(Beall et all, 2002)!
!

!

[Another wave] of in-migration began in the mid-1990#s with the influx of foreign 

nationals from other African countries, many of them (initially) illegal migrants 

(Klug+Klug, 2013).!
!

!

The net result of these processes has been %middle class abandonment (white 
flight) and disinvestment# in Yeoville amongst a number of other inner city 

suburbs (Murray, 2003:149).!

pre-conditions for urban compounding!

1: different + more residents 

major changes within the existing fabric !



Without an inner city housing policy, the private market provides affordable 
accommodation in houses, apartments and backyards. !

!

Currently uncontrolled, it is very flexible and adaptive yet exhausts existing 

infrastructures and comes at the price of poor, unsustainable living 
conditions. !

 !

2: different type of accommodation: rooms 

pre-conditions for urban compounding!

major changes within the existing fabric !



yeoville renting wall!
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yeoville renting spaces!

Student work ARPL2000 
2010!



7 people, 17 places   !

studio yeoville housing stories!



Housing Stories

!!! Housing Trajectory 

George Lebone

I like the central location of my place. I relate a lot to Rockey Street. It gives me                      

an advantage as a community activist. I see and understand the positives and 

the negatives of the street.                                                                                      

“

”

When I arrived in Yeoville in 1998, I lived in a block of flats 

called Toorak, in Webb street. I was staying in a flat owned 

by my friend Themba. We were sharing the flat with one ten-

ant who paid a monthly rent of R200. Unfortunately, Themba 

passed on.

I moved to a house in Natal street. The house belonged to an 

old lady, Vicky - today she is 102 years old and we lived to-

gether like mom and son. A total of 11 people stayed on the 

stand. Vicky had 4 dogs, 3 cats, 2 parrots, and fish as pets.  

There was a wonderful garden and a fish pond. Vicky loved to 

do gardening; she had lots of flowers and fruit trees, in the front 

of the house as well as in the yard. We spent lots of time there, 

as well as in the TV rooms, and in the garage because although 

there was only a radio, it was nice to discuss with the people.

Some residents were paying rent and some didn’t. Vicky was an 

extraordinary character. Every single day she was giving break-

fast to destitute people: sandwiches and tea. I encouraged her 

to enter a competition and she was elected community worker 

of the year for Gauteng, and won a Presidential Award in 2004. 

Eventually, she had to sell the house. Her adopted “grand chil-

dren” thought that she needed to be nearer to them, because 

she was getting old. She sold it for R420.000 3 years ago, and 

moved into a townhouse in the Northern suburbs. She does not 

like it there. I was supposed to move with her but did not, be-

cause there is still too much to do in Yeoville.

I then occupied the backyard cottage of Maurice Smithers for a 

while, before moving to Raymond Street.
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Webb Street

The entrance of the 

flat opens on a large 

living room divided by 

a decorative iron grid. 

On the other side of 

the grid, the lounge, 

with music/TV system 

and big sofa’s – lots 

of light due to large 

window. Then there 

is the late Themba’s 

bedroom, the kitchen, 

and my bedroom. The 

balcony was convert-

ed into a room, sealed 

with corrugated iron 

sheeting, for the ten-

ant who was staying 

there - using a single 

bed and a cooking 

plate.

Natal Street

I lived in a large L-

shaped house on a 

double stand. There 

was also a backyard 

garage converted into 

an apartment and a 

cottage, as well as a 

large backyard gar-

den. There was a mix 

of people from South 

Africa and from the 

rest of the continent 

(Zimbabwe, Ghana, 

Zambia and Kenya).Plan of House on Webb Street Plan of House on Natal Street

Raymond Street

I enter through steps 

leading to a broad 

space, divided in two 

parts by a temporary 

wall (a previous shop 

at the back), with a 

counter door. There 

is a sink and a basin 

now in the back part of 

the room. From there 

one takes a few steps 

down into the next 

room, which has two 

levels. 5 young men 

stay on the ground 

floor. My room is on 

the top floor. It is a 

mezzanine separated 

from the rest of the 

apartment by a rail.

Age     62

Place of Birth   Ceres, Western Cape

Occupation    Community Activist

Rent     Work for Accomodation

People/ Unit    6 people (George on the mezzanine)

Bio     George came to Johannesburg from Ga-Rankuwa and stayed in Meadowlands for a short time and then moved to Yeoville (1998). 

     He lived in a flat on Webb S_treet for 2 years, then in a house on Natal Street for 14 years. 

     Thereafter he lived in a converted office on Raymond Street. George works for Yeoville community and for the ANC.

Dis/likes about his place  I don’t like my neighbour’s patrons. It is a big tavern and patrons become rough and rowdy. 

     The block of flats that is next to the Green House is high and residents can see inside my yard.

     I don’t like to have to walk downstairs to go to the toilet.

     I would have preferred to have a more communal life.  Yeoville is not quite a community. 

     This is a collection of people put together by desperation. 

     What I like about the place is the fact that it is so centrally located.

photograph©Lerato Maduna

Plan of House on Raymond Street

ground floor mezzanine

Housing Stories

!!! Housing Trajectory 

Jackie 

I would not like to stay in Yeoville for long, I am moving away soon.”                     

                                                                            

“

I have a son who lives with his girlfriend in town, but otherwise 

I have no other family members up here. My niece moved into 

the main house in 2007, but left in 2008 due to disagreement 

with the owner. 

I am very good friends with the original tenants of the house, 

but after last year the landlord started to kick everyone out. 

Others moved out due to having differences with the landlord’s 

wife. The tenants of this house came from several other Afri-

can countries (Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nigeria). Most of them 

had jobs and were able to pay the full amount of rent (R1500-

R1800) every month in cash to the landlord, who does not live 

in the house. Currently 3 of the 4 cottages are empty. There 

is only me, and an old Zimbabwean lady in the main house.  I 

wanted to open up a little tuck-shop but the landlord wouldn’t let 

me. Now I work anywhere but home because of the poor condi-

tion of my house. 

The best place I ever lived was a two storey house that belongs 

to a friend of mine, although I haven’t seen her in a very long 

time. She rented out the outside cottages. It was a guest house, 

it still is. Every time I don’t have a place to stay, I run to her 

– we have been friends for 20 years. It’s a beautiful house with 

seven bedrooms inside and 5 cottages outside. She made me 

feel at home – she’d never pressurize me with money for rent or 

food.

I used to have a lot of things. I had a sewing machine that 

could do embroidery – but I lost it.  Now I have only an old one.  

When you move from one place to another you lose your things.

Plan of  House in Harley Street Plan of Cottage on Pope StreetLayout of Yard on Pope Street

Age     42

Place of Birth   Port Elizabeth

Occupation    Interior Decorator, Seamstress and Realtor

Rent     R1500 Per month. The overall rent is R11, 200. The Caretaker collects rent per room every month. He lives on the property.

People/ Unit    1 in her cottage. A total of 24 people lived  on the plot  when it was full (house and 4 cottages)

Bio     I was born in Port Elizabeth and came to the city of Johannesburg at the age of 20. 

     I moved in Soweto for a few months. In summer 1993 I moved into Yeoville, but moved out in 1996. 

     In 2003 I came back to live in Yeoville, on Yeo Street. 

     I stayed there till 2007 and moved out to stay in the cottage in Pope Street.  

Dis/likes about her place  Yeoville is too disorganized - empty lots are illegally occupied and overcrowding causes crime and disorder within the community.

     The house!

     It also has a leaking bathroom which is really tiny and barely fitted with all the bathroom features.

    

     Since conducting this interview, Jackie has  moved out of the cottage.

Harely Street

The worst place I lived 

was on Harley Street. 

There were 21 people 

in the main house and 

we paid R1300 per 

room to the landlord. 

He was a nice man, 

but it was a very old 

house with wooden 

floors – nobody took 

care of the building. 

The kitchen was the 

most horrible place. 

The floor had holes 

and there was an old 

gas stove, there were 

big rats there. I used 

to cook in my room. 

I would only use the 

kitchen to wash my 

dishes.

1.Jackie’s Cottage (1)

2.A man from Ghana, 

his South African wife 

and their 3 children. 

Moved in April 2007, 

moved out June 2008 

due to disagreements 

with owner. (5)

3.Jackie’s niece 

and her 2 children 

moved in , in 2007 , 

moved out 2008 due 

to disagreement with 

landlord.(3)

4.Old Zimbabwean 

Lady moved in later

5.A woman from Zim-

babwe, her Nigerian 

husband and their 

baby. Moved in 2007, 

moved out 5 months 

later due to disagree-

ments with landlord.

Pope Street

I live in a small cot-

tage at the back of 

the plot with my son. 

My niece and children 

lived in an adjacent 

cottage. The main 

house has 3 bed-

rooms, which include 

2 master bedrooms 

with separate bath-

room attached and 

one guest room. There 

are 4 cottages around 

the main house (3 in 

the back, one in the 

front). At one time, a 

total of 24 people lived 

on the property.

photograph©Lerato Maduna
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Simba Sagide

“

I came to South Africa from Zimbabwe when I was 20. I had to 

leave because of political and economic hardship. I crossed 

the border illegally and I couldn’t swim, so it was very scary. I 

lost everything in my backpack.  But I walked from the border to 

Musina. Thinking about it now, I would never do that trip again. 

Never.

When I arrived in Yeoville, I needed to find my brother. I didn’t 

have a contact number for him.  So I looked for him as long as 

I could, then I found a place on the street to sleep. In the morn-

ing, I asked around, trying to find people who knew him and 

someone told me that they sometimes saw him by the soccer 

field. So I went there and waited, and eventually I saw someone 

who knew where he was – someone from home that I recog-

nized.  So I went to live with him. 

I didn’t pay any rent there. But it was horrible to live there; very 

run down. We stayed on the roof in the old servant’s quarters. 

It was always crowded, with no privacy. I shared a bed with my 

brother. There was never any hot water. 

I moved lots of times in Yeoville, maybe six or seven in ten 

years. The worst place I stayed was on Bezuidenhout Street. 

There were 18 people in the whole space. It was like a passage 

that was partitioned into 4 rooms. Then people put curtains up. 

It had one toilet, one shower, no hot water. It was a queue every 

time to go to the toilet, shared between men and women.

Now I am staying in the backstage room at the church with a 

friend. We enjoy it very much. It is a rewarding life.

Simba + brother
3 men from
Mozambique

a couplea couple with
baby girl

3 + 2 + 3 +3 + 2 +                  = 10

care taker

Room in Nyanga

This was my room in 

Zimbabwe. It was my 

best room so far.

Becker Street

This was my first 

accommodation in 

Yeoville. It was on a 

rooftop.

I stayed with my 

brother for free but the 

place was shared with 

9 other people. The 

room was divided by 

curtains.Plan of Room in Nyanga,  Zimbabwe Plan of Rooftoop Accomodation on Becker Street

Regent Street

I now live in the 

backstage dressing 

rooms for the stage 

at St Aidan’s Church. 

I pay no rent, and 

no rates. I have hot 

water all the time. Two 

other adults share the 

cottage. They have to 

go through our room 

to go to theirs. I share 

my bedroom with a 

friend who works with 

me.The for of us share 

the bathroom and 

kitchen. 

Age     30

Place of Birth   Nyanga, Zimbabwe

Occupation    Performance Artist 

Rent     Care-taking on church grounds in exchange for room and board

People/ Unit    4 (2 in his bedroom)

Bio     I fled Zimbabwe and moved to South Africa when I was 20. 

     I was an undocumented immigrant between 2000 and 2006. I

      spent those years running away from the police until I applied for political asylum. 

     I now teach acting to children in local schools and run drama workshops with them. 

Dis/Likes about his place  Living here isn’t so bad. All the areas I need to access (work, groceries, entertainment, and friends) are in walking distance. 

     I like to relax with my friends at the Rasta House. But I hate that there is never any privacy, and that everything is all in the same room. 

     I don’t like that people have to go through my room to go to theirs, or to go to the bathroom.

     I would like not to have to share my space with anyone unless I chose to. 

     I would like a separate kitchen, bathroom, lounge and bedrooms. These are simple needs that I feel I can achieve in the future.

Plan of Cottage on Regent Street

photograph©Lerato Maduna

If I could, I would move out of Yeoville, maybe one day to Morningside, just be-

cause everyone needs an upgrade sometimes.”

Housing Stories

!!! Housing Trajectory 

Lerato Maduna 

I decided to stay in Yeoville because of the atmosphere and the availability of 

spaces to rent.”                                                                                                

“

I stay with my partner and my daughter in a 2 bedroom apart-

ment. I have a sleeper couch mattress that acts as a mattress. 

We pay between R3500 and R4000 in rent, including services. 

This allows us to have the whole apartment to ourselves. I be-

lieve the rent is so high because there is a general assumptions 

that sub-letting is the order of the day  - in Yeoville especially 

-  which I do not do.

Currently, I hang my washing downstairs, which means I have 

to carry wet washing downstairs. There is a basic area where 

children can play, on a concrete slab. 

I like my neighbours, I enjoy exchanging small talk with them 

and chilling out when I come back from a long day at work. 

Then I cook or eat dinner prepared by my partner, tidy the 

house, play with my daughter and answer her numerous ques-

tions. In the evenings I do my freelance photography and other 

work, or I listen to music and relax.

I would move to my own house in Yeoville if I could – one of the 

original houses in Yeoville, with a garden and a verandah. 

I never experienced crime here, except once when people tried 

to enter the garage at the bottom of the building. 

Overall I would love Yeoville to be greener, with many green 

pockets for the community.

Plan of Flat Behind the Water Tanks 

Plan of Flat on De la Ray StreetPlan of Flat on Dunbar Street

Age     25

Place of Birth   Soweto, Gauteng

Occupation    Archivist and Freelance Photographer

Rent     R3500-R4000. Rent is collected by the landlady directly

People/ Unit    2 bedroom flat/ 3 people (family)

Bio     I came to Yeoville in 2004 to move out of my parents’ house. 

     I stayed with a friend in Yeoville. I then moved to Melville in 2006, 

     but was involved in a car accident and moved back to Soweto to be closer to my parents. 

     I moved with her partner and baby daughter to a place of our own in Yeoville in 2009.  

Dis/likes about her place  The size of the flat is suitable and comfortable. 

     If we could, we’d love a shower option in the bathroom - have both tub and shower, 

     as well as a garden in which our daughter could play. 

     Currently she plays inside or on the lawn next to the pavement.

Westminster Court

I found this place by 

word of mouth. I did 

not like sharing a 

bathroom with other 

people and the pas-

sage was too small.

Becker Street

I shared the bedroom 

with a friend. There, I 

liked the open garden 

at the end of the 

house. I also liked the 

curtain wall; it was 

adequate for my work 

with photographs. 

We had to share the 

kitchen and bath-

room.

Dunbar Street

I found this room in an 

apartment advertised 

on the wall next to 

Checkers. This was 

my worst accommo-

dation. There was no 

space at all. I never 

went into the other 

tenants’ room, so I 

don’t know if there 

were any windows.

De la Ray Street

My partner, baby 

daughter and I live in 

this four roomed flat 

on the second floor.

The circulation is 

good. My apartment 

makes up one of four 

apartments on the 

second floor of the 

building. My daughter 

has her own room 

and we have our own 

room as well. The 

size of the house is 

comfortable. If I could, 

I would have my own 

bathroom. 

photograph©Lerato Maduna

Plan of Flat on Becker Street
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Jephias Ndlovu

I would live anywhere where I  can find work...If I could, I would move to Sandton.”“

I live in a semi-detached house on the grounds of St Aidans 

Church, where I work. The church deducts the rent off my salary 

each month, including services. 

In that space I have my bed, a single plate stove and a small 

table on which I keep my speakers and radio. They are my most 

prized possessions. Music is the part of my life that inspires me 

and gives me hope. One day I’ll record my own music and I will 

become a celebrity.

I share my room with a friend; we sleep together head to toe 

in the single bed. The bathroom is shared by 4 people and is 

only supplied with cold water. The other two people sharing the 

bathroom live in the next room, which can only be accessed by 

my front door: they have the key to my room. I do my washing 

in the courtyard within the church grounds, but there is nowhere 

to hang it up except the playground.

In the mornings I work for the church tending the garden, and 

three afternoons a week I also go to a local school to teach the 

children. Most of my friends live within walking distance, as well 

as my daughter. But I have no emotional attachment to Yeo-

ville and could move anywhere else. If I could, I would move to 

Sandton.

Hendon Street

This storeroom was 

in the basement of a 

3 storey apartment 

building. We were let 

in by a security guard, 

a friend. I shared this 

room and 1 bed with 

4 other people: each 

night some of us 

had to sleep on the 

floor.  There was no 

window; the plumbing 

inside the room was 

noisy and sometimes 

leaked. 

There was a single 

plug and no bathroom 

nor kitchen. The walls 

were turning white 

– like the paint is 

coming off. The room 

smelled. I was waking 

up finding flu every 

day. It was for free, 

but I was so pleased 

to move out of this 

house.Jephias’ Sketch of Store Room on Hendon St Plan of Store Room on Hendon Street

Regent Street

I share a room with 

a friend who works 

with me on the church 

grounds. There are 

another two adults 

with us. We share the 

bathroom.

Age     32

Place of Birth   Kwazulu-Natal

Occupation    Pre -school assistant and church gardener

Rent     Low

People/ Unit    4 (2 in his bedroom). My room-mate is a keyboardist in the church, so he doesn’t pay.

Bio     I moved to Johannesburg to find work. 

     After 2 years in Yeoville, I went to Katlehong where my family stays, and remained in a shack which was my worst housing experience.

     I moved back to Yeoville, and requested the room for myself from the church. As they were looking for a gardener I took over the job.

Dis/likes about his place  I like Yeoville because it’s a quiet place, unlike Hillbrow. At least we have police volunteers – they’re cool people. 

     If they can open the Recreational center, everything will be cool. We want Yeoville to be a place for children to showcase their true talent.

     I like that my current place has a lot of windows and light, and that I can walk everywhere in Yeoville. 

     I don’t mind sharing the kitchen but would like my own bedroom and bathroom. 

     In my dream house, I would like a big, up-market house with large rooms, and space to entertain guests.

     I don’t like the sports bars on Rocky Street. They’re dealing with drugs to corrupt people – even children. 

photograph©Lerato Maduna

Plan of Cottage on Regent Street
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Ndithini Mbali

Yeoville used to be a nice place, with lots of artists and celebrities. I don’t know 

why they all moved out. One day, when I am big, I’ll see the reason they’ve all 

moved out.”                                                                                               

“

When I left the Eastern Cape in 1997, Yeoville was the only 

choice for me, as my brother was the only family who could 

support me. After my brother made it big as a guitarist, he 

moved to Fourways. I stayed in Yeoville, but I could not settle in 

one place because of my irregular income as a musician. In the 

thirteen years I have lived in Yeoville, I have stayed in twelve 

different places. 

However with my current fiancé, a music producer, my life has 

become far more settled with the additional income. I now live 

with him, our 4 month-old baby, my son and daughter from a 

previous relationship, and my late sister’s son and daughter. 

I also live with my friend (“auntie”) who is going through a per-

sonal crisis. There are 8 people living currently in the cottage.

We pay R2000 per month for rent to the owner of the house. 

Unfortunately, the home owner passed away last year, and 

there are issues about who should collect the rent. 

We might need to leave soon.

Plan of Flat on  St. George Plan of Cottage on Pope StreetPlan of  Flat on Kenmere Street 

Age     32

Place of Birth   Eastern Cape

Occupation    Musician

Rent     R2000

People/ Unit    One bedroom backyard cottage, 8 people (extended family and friend)

Bio     I was born and grew up in the Eastern Cape. I came to Yeoville in 1997. I work as a freelance saxophonist, 

     recording music albums from our home music studio setup. 

     I also manage a small band-  organizing their gigs.

Dis/likes about her place  I like the fact that Yeoville is in the center of Johannesburg. If I am wanted somewhere, it is easy for me to go. 

     The problem is that Yeoville is not safe. It is so packed with clubs. I would not want my children to grow up here.

     In my dream house, I need privacy in my bedroom, but also lots of space for the family, like an open kitchen and a lounge, 

     a verandah with a braai place, a vegetable garden. I would like to own my house, as a way of saving and investment.

     

     Since concluding this interview, Ndithini has moved out of the cottage.

St George Street

We had a big bed-

room, and only 2 

kids at that time. The 

owner was staying 

in the lounge, and 

there were 2 men 

from North Africa in 

the second bedroom. 

But the place was not 

safe. We got mugged 

in the flat, so we left.

Kenmere Street

It was a very big, nice 

room with a balcony 

where you could chill 

out. But it was very 

cold there. I was preg-

nant and the landlady 

who was living in the 

next bedroom did 

not want us to use a 

heater. Then she was 

constantly raising the 

rent, it was becoming 

too expensive.

Pope Street

It is a cottage at the 

back of a plot. The 

two adults and the 

baby sleep together 

in the bed, which is 

divided from the rest 

of the cottage by the 

wardrobe and TV 

stand. The two girls 

sleep together on the 

sleeper couch, the two 

boys sleep on the car-

pet beside the sleeper 

couch. During the day 

the lounge acts as a 

recording studio.
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!!! Housing Trajectory 

Mdala Skhula*

Yeoville was my ideal place to stay. Although the living conditions are not that 

good, I like the sense of community”                                                                            

“

I moved to South Africa so that I could seek protection from 

political repression. My journey led me from Zimbabwe to Musi-

na and then finally Johannesburg. I knew friends in the city in 

Hillbrow and stayed with them until I moved to Yeoville. I found 

Yeoville to be quieter and that there was a sense of community 

unlike Hillbrow. 

In Yeoville, it is free on the streets. And the noise goes down in 

the evenings, unlike Hillbrow.

I have lived in the same place - on Natal Street- since I arrived 

in Yeoville two years ago.  I rent a bedroom and share a bed 

with my uncle in an apartment block. I live with a total of 12 peo-

ple. 

In the bedroom I share with my uncle, there is space for a TV 

radio and a free-standing wardrobe. The main bedroom belongs 

to a family of three, and has space for a TV, radio, built-in cup-

board and a bed. 

The walkway functions as a play area for children in the build-

ing. I sometimes sit on the steps to relax.

Natal Street

12 people live in  the  

apartment.The flat is 

accessed from the 

kitchen and has two 

bedrooms and one sit-

ting room. Bedroom 1 

belongs to Mdala and 

his uncle. The other 

bedroom houses a 

family of 3. There are 

3 families in the living 

room – which is sub-

divided by curtains. 

The kitchen is used 

by all; Food is kept 

in people’s personal 

spaces. The bathroom 

is shared and used 

on a first come first 

served basis. Plan of Flat in Natal Street Section through Flat on Natal Street

Mdala’s Photograph

The walkway functions 

as a play area for chil-

dren in the building. I 

sometimes sit on the 

steps to relax.

Age     33

Place of Birth   Zimbabwe

Occupation    Artist 

Rent     No Information

People/ Unit    2 bedroom flat, 12 people (2 in Mdala’s room)

Bio     I have been living in Yeoville for 2 years. 

     I facilitate arts and culture at the local schools and shelters (poetry, dance and acting).

Dis/Likes about his place  Noise levels are very high. People living in the flat can open up their radio very early in the morning. I dislike the carelessness – 

     some people don’t clean the bath or kitchen. What I like in the flat is the landlord, who has a humanitarian approach when it comes to important issues.

     If I had a choice I would stay in Yeoville, because I have a good relationship with people in and around Yeoville, 

     and this takes time to build. I would love a big, two- storey house with stone walls and thatched roof, 

     a big lounge on the ground floor for my big family and lots of children, and another big lounge with a bar, a big screen, for guests and visitors on the first floor. 

     

     Since concluding this interview, Mdala has moved out of the flat.                    *name has been changed

*

*
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Jephias Ndlovu !
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Ndithini Mbali!
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Simba Sagide!
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Mdala Skhula!
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housing trajectories!



housing trajectories!



housing trajectories!



room!

cottage!

cottage!

apartment!

…the most common and flexible format being rooms. !

housing trajectories!



In lack of formal employment, private space beyond mere sleeping 
arrangements and in need for some kind of income on the one and affordable 

services on the other hand, small, often informal businesses have started to 
change the edge of the urban fabric.!

3: changing edge condition 

pre-conditions for urban compounding!

major changes within the existing fabric !



What used to be the representative front garden in the previous middle class 
neighbourhood, zoned mostly residential…!



has been transformed into a mixed use, income generating zone   !

©Dakalo Dyer!



gathering place and call centre!



with multiple offers, from tomatos to news!

©Dakalo Dyer!



sweets, cigarettes !

©Andre Nkuna!



the property boundary as a productive space, often of social value.!

©Dakalo Dyer!



controversy !



 !

compound interest!
!

!

!

 !

urban economics!



one currency of urban compounding are rentable rooms (in houses, 
apartments, backyards and hostels), often subdivided or shared.!

!

In reference to the financial term of compound interest, house + land would 

be understood as the capital base and the multiplied rental income of 
those subdivisions, shared spaces and backyard additions can be 

considered as one form of "interest that earns interest#. !

urban economics!



Xolani#s room!

However, often at the price of hardly acceptable living conditions!



Xolani#s room!

and on sale adverts often declared as %cash cows#.!



yeoville studio !
rent/ space processes!



But while capital simply accrues, building structures deteriorate if they are not 
maintained or over used. Gathering interest of interest to accumulate 

value is a more complex process in the urban environment.!

what values + in the interest of whom? 

values + interests!



what are interests, rights + responsibilities of the participants?  

landlords!
tenants!

residents!
!

entrepreneurs!
employees!

informal traders!

visitors!
friends!

foreigners!

community invaders!politicians!

actors, agents + angels!

working! living! socialising !



 !

the traditional african compound!
!

!

!

 !

african compound!



The compound house satisfies basic family requirements: $
a place for each member to sleep, a place to cook, places to store food, 

places to pen animals such as chickens, goats, and sheep, a place to eat and 
socialize. (Denyer 1978:21)!

african compound!

live!
+!

work!



It is everywhere congenial to the form of economic activity and to its 
social organization. (King 1984)!

african compound!

live!
+!

work!

1 community!



$

The spatial meanings are cultural construction, produced by social realities. 

Social values, roles, and behaviors, are embedded in those spatial 
environment.  (Pellow 2002:3) $

!

african compound!

live!
+!

work!

1 community!

1 space!
!

shared!
interest!



Compound in Diohine, West Africa!

traditional compound!



Compound site!

traditional compound!



Compound rooms!

traditional compound!



Compound zones, public + private!

traditional compound!



Compound thresholds + productive space!

traditional compound!





Compound social network!

traditional compound!



When the rooms and people move to the city!

traditional compound!



and need to get stuck and lined up for density purposes!

traditional compound!



what happens to the public  spaces, the thresholds, the trees, the 
social networks and the productive spaces?!

traditional compound!



 !

public edge – the place to start!
!

!

!

 !

start from another angle!



People in Yeoville do not reside close to their friends. Social relations 
do not determine where they live but the costs.!

urban rooming!



urban rooming!

They meet on the street, at work or the park. One informal trader moves in 
average every 8 weeks house, but has their spot on the sidewalk since 16 

years.!



public edge!

Is the open space maybe the place to begin the compounding process, 
enabling us to invest in the design of places that we can share?!

!

What if we consider the public edge as a place to begin to enhance 

these emerging urban compounds and improve their operations outside in, 
before interfering with their sensitive construct of private spaces, multiple 

actors and agents? !





 !

urban infill – the housing challenge !
!

!

!

 !

2 scenarios!



bad buildings!

H + N Klug, 2013!

…an abandoned property as a property whose owner stopped caring out at 
least one of the significant responsibilities of property ownership, as a result 

of which the property is vacant... (Mallach, 2010, pg1)!



freezing land value!

Community land trusts as regeneration strategy. (H + N Klug, 2013)!

keeping rentals 
affordable!

slowing down the 
increase of property 

value !

What if ? 2!



Amina Kaskar!

13(21$1$2!$&4!05("&0!

What if ? 3!



Sarah De Villiers 

Aaron Factor 

Sandy Tsu 

ARPL2000 2010 

urban trellis!



urban compounding!



back_production 



front_market 



understanding the building as a structre of great capacity!



Francis Sadie 

Jarred Pincus 

ARPL2000 2010 

build up a dream on a row!



Axle’s Grease 



The Lost Boys 



What a Lot  got 





 !

urban interests!
!

!

!

 !

compounding principles!



as a substantial framework of the city 

 

consider communities 

 

 

compounding #1!



as place of production 

 

develop urban space 

 

 

compounding #2!



to accommodate change 

 

expect build fabric + rule of law 

 

 

compounding #3!



in the benefits of the compounding process 

 

include low income residents 

 

 

compounding #4!








